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Cove 
BOOTHS
 FOR
 
CARNIVAL
 
Student
 
Body, Faculty,
 
And  
Friends  Will 
"Bum"
 
Friday
 
25 
Organizations
 On 
Campus
 
Sponsoring
 
Booths  
May  11 
Twenty-five
 campus 
organizations 
will  sponsor concessions
 Friday for the 
Spardi Gras
 celebration in the quad, it 
was 
announced  
yesterday  by co-chair-
men of concessions Ambrose Nichols 
and Hugh Staffelbach. Ranging from 
novel games to all 
kinds  of candy a.nd 
refrshment-, the booths will attract 
student, faculty, and their friends 
from 
It o'clock until seven
-forty-five when 
the Spartan Revelries show 
will  be 
staged in the 
Morris Dailey auditorium. 
ATTRACTIVE  
PRIZES 
Chance, at several 
attractive and 
useful prize,
 will be offered in 
all
 
con -
anions 
e-ecpt  the ones
 selling food. 
Tickets will 
sell for five cents 
each 
and
 relatin es and 
friends  of the stu-
dents  may 
come
 to the 
celebration 
if 
they 
desire. 
It is 
,pecially
 emphasized by the 
Makin, n
 
of the event 
that the 1934 
Spardi
 Gra. is 
not  expected 
to be a 
money-maLing
 
affair, but is 
staged  mer-
ely 
for
 the
 
enjoyment and recreation
 of 
the 
student
 
body
 and faculty. 
CONCESSIONS
 
Followin.:
 is the 
list of 
concessions  
and
 
the 
er::.nizations
 which are spon-
soring
 
announeed  ,by Staffel-
bath,
 
Nichols,
 
and  Simoni. 
Delta  
1 
to 
ta 
Omega  fraternity will 
have
 
dart
 
at 
balloons,
 with Bob 
Rector  
In 
char,z,:
 
Sigma
 
Gamma
 Omega, eggs 
at 
hum  
J.
 
targets,
 with Rudolph Eng-
ler' 
in 
Phy., 
Ed. Majors, 
base-
balls
 
at
 
i 
(blocks);
 Radio club, rifle 
range;  
to
 
:Irian
 
Spears, milk 
nickels,  
chilly
 
t,, 
peanuts,  
with Kay 
Mc-
Carthy
 
',ding
 
preparations;
 
Sopho-
more
 
dam  
rings
 
over  geese's
 necks, 
and  
baseball
 
-.5 
target
 
which will act as 
trig-
ger 
caning
 
girl  
to 
fall in tub of 
water,  
Byron
 
I, 
inphear
 
in 
charge; 
Spartan
 
Knight,
 
Bingo,
 
led  by 
Jack  
Reyn-
(Continued
 
on 
Page 
Three)  
Before
 
five
 
o'clock
 
today,  all 
girls'  
organizations
 
must
 hand 
in complete
 
Plans
 
of
 
their
 
booths
 
to Warren Tor-
lucy 
or Tom
 
Gifford,
 construction
 
chairman.
 
The  
booths
 will 
be 
con-
ilructed
 
by
 
Sawyer
 
Dyer,  Bob Leslie, 
Paul
 
Becker,
 
Clarence  Naas,
 
Jack
 
Reynolds,
 
Lionel
 
Tilson,
 and 
Bob  
Lel
 A 
4n.e,  
members
 of 
the 
committee.
 
Organizations
 
consisting
 of men  
Only  
will
 
construct
 
their 
own  
booths,  
ordering
 
materials
 
through  
Tormey
 
and
 
Gifford.
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L 
land
  
Juniors
 
Sense
 
Climax;
 
Spirit
 
Senior
 
Heads
 
To
 
Hideaway
 
11:00  
P.M. 
"Covello
 and 
Leland
 
have
 
been
 
taken
 for a 
ride!" 
These 
were  the 
only  words
 shot 
in 
the  library
 last 
evening
 at a 
Spar-
tan 
Daily 
reporter.
 And 
with 
this
 
bit of 
information
 
imparted,
 the 
cul-
prit
 vanished
 from 
the 
library
 as 
quickly
 as he 
had 
appeared.  
This  was the
 culmination
 of an-
other 
act of 
the 
worthy
 
members
 
of the 
Junior
 class. 
Half an 
hour  prior to 
this, a band 
of alert 
Juniors, led
 by Bill 
Burt, 
threaded
 their way
 among the 
stu-
dents
 in the library. 
The 
whereabouts of Leland
 and 
Covello
 is unknown. They 
may  have 
been 
merely  taken for a 
ride,  to 
"walk in". 
The juniors proved that 
they 
were out for 
blood
 when they took 
Leland, one of their
 own class-
mates, because he would not betray 
Covello, a senior. 
CALIFORNIA 
TI-EATER
 TO 
TAKE 
MOTION  
PICTURES
 
OF
 
CARNIVAL
 
FEATURES
 
Motion  
pictures  
at 
all 
events  
Spardi
 
Gras 
day 
will
 be 
taken  
l. 
the 
California
 
theatre
 
according
 
to 
late4
 
developments
 
announced
 by 
"Si"
 
Simeni.
 
chairman
 
of 
the 
day.
 
Last  
year,
 
great  
excitement
 
was  
caus-
ed 
when
 
the 
cameramen
 
arrived
 
with  
instruments  
of 
picture
 
taking 
and  
took
 
scenes
 
of
 all
 
function,
 
'The
 films
 
were  
later
 featured
 at 
the 
Fox  
theatres.
 
So
 
that 
the
 
motion
 
1,(stares
 
will 
ex-
emplify  
the 
true
 
pint 1 
the 
day,
 
Si-
omni has 
again  
revested
 that 
all 
stu-
dents
 
that  
possibly  
can
 
be
 
dressed
 
up
 
in 
any way but 
the
 
present 
day
 
mode  
of 
fashion.
 
Brecchc
 
without
 
legs,
 
hats  
without  
brims,  
foe  
ri 
without
 
shaven
 
appearances,
 or 
drc,,es
 
,,f  the 
gay 
nine-
ties are 
desimd. 
As 
announced
 
previranly
 
prizes
 
will  
be 
awarded 
for 
the
 
cleverest
 
costumes
 
to 
be worn
 by a 
State
 
co
-col
 
and  
a State
 
man.
 The prizes
 
will  
not
 
he 
awarded
 
to 
the 
costume
 
ot
 
the  
finest
 
materials,
 
but
 to 
the 
costume
 
that
 
shows
 
the  
greatest
 signs of 
originality.
 
, 
Students
 do 
not 
mcessarily
 
have
 
to 
go 
home
 
to 
put 
on 
their  
costumes
 
after
 
ten 
o'clock
 
classes.
 
Wear
 
the
 
ee,tume
 
to 
school
 to 
your  
eight,
 
nine,
 
and  
ten 
(Continued
 
on
 
Page
 
Three)
 
Commerce
 
Club
 
meet
 
at 
eleven
 
in 
room 
139. 
PRESIDENT
 
OF 
SENIORS
 
ABDUCTED
 
AS 
CLASSES
 
FORM 
KIDNAP  TREATY
 
An agreement was 
reached  yesterday 
between president of 
junior and senior 
classes that no more
 kidnapping was to 
be tolerated 
until  Sneak  Day, but two 
hours later, 
Bob  Elliott, senior president, 
had been waylaid on 
his  way to Wood-
row Wilson
 
Junior
 
High  
where 
he was 
11:00
 P.M. 
FLASHAccording  to a tele-
phone message just recieved, Bob 
Elliott has escaped his 
captors,  
Feld is attempting to contact his 
classmates to 
lead the seniors 
in their Sneak Day, 
which  it is 
rumored, will take 
place  today. 
doing his student teaching. 
At a late hour, nothing could be 
learned of Elliott's place of captivity. 
Word leaked out that at about 12.45, 
the senior leader had been kidnapped 
near 
his  rustication. 
WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN 
He is believed to be 
held in the hills 
about 20 miles out of San Jose, with 
two juniors acting as guards. Food 
lenough to last 
two weeks is in the 
!cabin, according
 to the report. 
CAPTORS 
UNKNOWN
 
The identy of 
Elliott's  abductors 
was  
unknown,
 and junior 
leaders were 
in 
doubts as 
to who could 
have been 
the  
kidnappers.
 Information
 to the 
Daily 
came from
 a member 
of the junior
 
class, 
who,
 of course, 
refused  to reveal
 
the 
identity  of 
the 
abductors.  
It is believed
 that this 
new  trans-
gression 
on the 
neutral
 rights 
of
 the 
classes 
will  lead 
to
 
the
 
abolition  of 
Sneak  
Day
 by the 
administration.
 
Dr. 
MacQuarrie
 is known
 to be opposed
 to 
the long 
string of 
abductions  
that
 have 
been
 occuring
 SIPCO 
last  
Thursday
 when
 
ten 
members  of 
the 
junior class 
were 
taken
 for 
rides by 
the 
seniors.  
Junior
 High
 
Majors  
Hear  
Students
 
In 
Talks  On 
Teaching 
Over
 
seventy-five
 Junior High Maj-
ors 
met  last 
Thursday
 
evening,
 
May  
in 
Room  1 H
-M,  and 
adopted  a 
con-
stitution.  
Election  of 
officers 
was post-
poned  
until  a 
later 
date. 
President
 Richard
 Hughes 
was asked
 
to 
appoint
 
a temporary  Executive 
Council,
 which 
in turn 
would  recom-
mend
 eligible
 
Majors  for 
election.
 
Mrs. 
Cecile
 B. Hall 
and Miss 
Mil-
ded 
Bernard 
made  
anonuncements  
re-
garding the
 
Junior
 High Dinner, which 
will be held 
May 24, in 
the  College 
Cat.
 
eteria.  
At the
 conclusion 
of the 
business  
meeting,
 
Hughes  
introduced Miss 
Bet-
ty Biddle, student
 teacher at 
Wood-
row
 Wilson Junior
 High School,
 and 
Miss 
Ruth Montgomery,
 student teach-
ing
 at Herbert 
Hoover school.
 
aken 
JOURNALISM SOCIETY 
ISSUES RAE 
FRIDAY 
Cast 
For  
Dramatic  
Club
 
Play  
Is 
Selected 
Following
 the 
tryouts
 which
 
were
 
held on Friday 
afternoon
 
in 
the  
Little  
Theater
 from 
4 to 
6, the 
cast of 
"School
 
for 
Scandal"  
was  
announced
 
yesterday.  
The  play 
written
 in the
 last 
century  
by 
Sheridan
 is the 
first 
production  
to 
be
 put on 
by
 the new 
Dramatic 
Organ-
ization. 
The  cast is 
made
 up for the
 
most part 
of veteran actors
 who have 
all proved 
their worth.
 
The cast is as follows:
 
Sir Peter Teazle   Jim Fitzgerald
 
Sir Oliver 
Surface    
Ray Ruf 
Joseph
 Surface   James 
Clancy  
Charles
   Louis Scales 
Crabtree
 . .
   Robert Baines 
Rowley   Ronald Linn 
Moses   
Carl Palmer 
Sir Benjamin 
Backbite   
  Wesley Goddard 
Trip .   
Tom 
Gifford 
Snake   
Al 
Girard 
Careless   
Cy Wood 
Joseph's 
man   
Robert Doerr 
Lady  Teazle  
Joy Arps
 
Maria    
Rosalie 
Mossman 
Lady  
Sneerwell
   
Dorothy
 \Tierra 
Mrs. Candour   
Elvira Piedi 
Eleanor Yates
 
Maid 
to Snecrwell  
Catherine 
Woods 
The
 first 
rehearsal  
was  held 
last  
night in 
Room  165, 
and from 
all ap-
pearances
 the cast 
will 
distinguish
 it-
self 
in this cleverly
 written 
play.  
Mr. Mils,
 dramatic
 coach, 
will di-
rect the
 cast. 
Illustrated
 
Lecture  
Wednesday
 Evening
 
To
 Describe 
S.C.B.
 
An illustrated lecture describing the 
work of the State
 conservation Bur-
eau 
is announced for Wednesday even-
ing at 7:45, in the Little
 Theater, wi-
der the 
combined  auspices of the Col-
lege 
Hiking  Club and the 
Loma Prieta 
Chapter  of the Sierra
 Club. 
Donald 
McLean,
 a representative 
of
 
the 
Conservation  Bureau,  
will be the 
speaker.
 All who are 
interested in hik-
ing
 or hature 
study  or the 
preservation  
of the 
natural
 beauties of 
California are 
nvited. 
The lecture
 is free.
 
Reports
 
of last Sunday's hike in Big 
Basin 
indicated
 a 
delightful  trip.
 The 
next 
expedition
 of the
 Hiking Club is 
to be 
an overnight 
trip to the 
Pinnacles,  
May 
18 and 19.
 Those who
 are 
planning
 
to go are 
asked to 
sign  up in 
advance, 
in order
 to enable
 the 
committee  
to
 ar-
range 
transportation.
 
Entire  
Campus
 Enjoys
 
Novelty
 
Of Getting
 
-Razzed"  
Sigma 
Kappa 
Delta 
To
 
Publish
 
Parody
 On 
S. 
J. 
News  
Attempting
 to 
establish  a 
tradition 
on the
 campus,
 the Sigma
 Kappa 
Delta  
fraternity
 will issue 
a razz 
edition  this 
Friday  in 
the form 
of a 
four  page 
parody
 on 
the San 
Jose 
Evening  
News.  
Making
 
up
 the 
paper
 in 
the 
offices  
of 
the
 
Evening  
News,
 using
 
their  
facilities,
 
the 
fraternity
 
will 
pattern
 all
 
articles
 
and 
features
 after
 
those  
contained
 in 
the 
local 
evening
 
publication,
 
with 
cam
pus 
characters  
as 
their  
subjects.
 
Among  the foatUreg to be 
enjoyed  
in the 
novel edition are "Dorothy 
Mac", "0.0. MacIntyre",
 "Buddy 
Leitch." 
"Glorifying Yourself", "Your 
Children", a very unusual 
society  page, 
astonishing revelations 
concerning cam-
pus athletes, and various features 
about everybody in 
school.  No effort 
was 
made to limit stories to a 
select 
group  of people, but a 
student directory 
was employed
 in many cases in 
order  
to 
include
 as many 
names  as possible 
in the
 clever 
features
 to be 
included  in 
the 
paper. 
All 
stories  are 
humorous,
 and no 
one  
should 
find 
anything
 
objectionable.  
One 
of 
the novel
 ideas 
employed  in 
the pro-
ject 
is the
 use of a theme 
name  through-
out, and
 there 
will be 
several 
amusing 
pictures  on each 
page. 
"The 
Evening  
News" 
with a 
college 
education
 will 
go on 
sale  Friday
 on 
the 
campus
 for 
five
 cents
 a 
copy,  and
 will 
undoubtedly
 add 
a great
 deal 
to the 
merriment
 and 
novelty 
of 
the  
Spardi
 
Gras 
celebration. 
In 
1931 
a group
 of 
journalism
 
stu-
dents 
attempted
 the 
same 
project,
 cal-
ling 
their  issue
 "The
 San 
Jose 
Noose",
 
with 
the 
slogan, 
"You'll
 
Hang
 on 
Ev-
ery 
Word".
 
Sigma  
Kappa
 
Delta  
plans  
to 
make
 the 
razz 
edition
 
an
 
annual
 
publication  
of the
 
fraternity.
 The 
pa-
per 
will 
be eight
 
columns  
wide,
 
regular
 
newspaper
 size. 
-v-v-ery-e-v-ernry-srar-irv,irwear
 
All 
organizations
 
should  
have 
signs
 
made
 advertising
 
the 
concession
 
they 
are to 
sponsor
 
and  
indicating
 
conspicuously
 
the 
name 
of the
 or-
ganization
 
sponsoring
 
the 
booth.
 
These  
should
 be 
placed
 
on 
the  
booths
 
themselves
 
where 
they
 can 
be, 
easily 
read.
 
Organizations
 
may 
make  the
 signs 
themselves,  
or have
 
it 
done 
by the
 
Artisans'  
Club, 
of 
which  
Richard  
Wells  is 
president
 
The  club
 
will
 
charge
 
only  for
 the 
materials
 used
 in 
making
 the 
signs.
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NECK
 
INJURY  
FORCES
 
BILL JENNINGS
 
TO
 
ABANDON  
FOOTBALL
 
THREE
 
ELEVENS
 
TO
 
BE
 
SELECTED  
BY
 
DE
 
GROOI
 
FOR  SPARDI
 
GRAS
 
GAVE
 
THIE
 
SPORT
 
SPOTILUGHT
 
By 
cs, 
   
Conroy  
and 
Cox    
One  
University
 and 
one 
College
 in 
Santa
 Clara
 valley
 are 
draped.in
 
black 
this  
weekholding
 
post-mortems
 
of 
weekend
 track
 and
 field
 
wars.  
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY, 
TUESDAY,  
MAY  8, 1934 
T 
campus
 is 
still 
dazed 
and 
greatly
 be-
 
om 
Pacific 
Half
-back,
 
At 
Stanford  
no 
doubt 
most
 of 
the  
wildered
 
with
 the 
results
 of 
the 
U.S.C.-
 
MCard
 
track  
meet 
held 
in Los
 
Angeles.
ost 
Stanford
 
dope
 
sheets  
giving 
the
 
Trojans
 a 
slim 
four 
or five
 point
 
mar-
gin, 
and 
a few
 of 
them 
picking
 
the  
Stanfordites
 
to 
win  the 
meet,
 
probably  
the  
most
 asked
 
question  
on the 
Farm 
is 
"Could
 the 
Troyrnen
 have
 
possibly
 
out -
pointed
 
Stanford  
82 2-3 
to 48 
1-31" 
On our 
own 
Washington
 
Square  
cam-
pus, 
hardly 
anyone
 can 
be termed
 
pleas-
ed
 with 
the 
outcome
 of 
the Far
 Wes-
tern 
Conference  
meet 
at
 
Sacramento.
 
No 
one is 
surprised 
at Fresno
 State's
 
victory,
 that 
was  for 
the  most 
part a 
foregone  
conclusion.  
Local 
enthusiasts
 
did 
expect 
to see 
the 
Spartans
 score
 
more 
points 
than  
they
 actually
 did. 
Many 
were  
greatly
 
disappointed
 in 
the  
performances
 turned 
in
 by the 
Blesh-
men 
at Sacramento.
 
Track 
Conditions 
Far 
From 
Favorable
 
One factor 
that may be 
responsible  
for  the poor 
showing
 of the locals 
might be the 
condition  of the 
Sacra-
mento Junior College 
Stadium run-
ning  track. This cannot in any way be 
offered as an excuse though, as 
it 
stands to reason 
that runners from all 
the other Conference schools were 
likewise 
handicapped.  
The dashmen and 
hurdlers that were 
forced to run through heats in the 
morning were a discouraged lot during 
the hours between the morning heats 
and the actual meet. 
Having  had the 
experience of 
running
 over the track 
once they had plenty 
to
 worry about 
before 
the real test. 
On such a 
track  anything is liable 
to happen. The pulling
 of a muscle is a 
common occurrence 
on a soft track. 
This 
was proven 
when the 
diminutive  
Upper
 Lake Sprinter, 
Carl Robinson,
 
strained 
a previous 
muscle 
injury.
 
High 
spirits and 
crest 
determination
 
were
 quickly reversed in 
the case of 
Captain
 Lou 
Salvato.  With 
no true, of 
wind
 and a 
bright  sun 
beating 
down  on 
the 
Capitol  City 
early  
in 
the 
morning,
 
5aivato
 
was 
5pry 
sod
 
had  great
 hopes 
of 
setting  new 
Cuderence  
marks
 in the 
dash 
events.
 This was before
 trial heats. 
After the 
he  it was a much different 
story.  Al,,olutely 
disgusted
 with the 
condition of 
the track and his chances 
for a record rue. fading out of 
the pic-
ture, tlw little Spartan leader suggested 
that they bad just as 
well  hold the 
races on some nearby beachthere 
would he a greater chance for faster 
time. All in fun of courseand a good 
example of the famous Salvato 
Quick 
Quips'.
 
Majority
 of 
Times Slow 
Salvato
 did win 
both  dash 
events, 
but tile 
times of ,-+!, 
in the hundred
 and 
21.,, in the century
 are 
hardly
 any-
thing to write to the folks about. 
Glenn Hotchkiss, Fresno State's great 
railer, defending 
champion in the mile 
run was about the only contestant in 
the meet to turn in a better than us-
ual performance. The Fresno ace record-
ed a new record in the 
mile  run with 
a time of 4:28.4. In the longer races 
such as this softness of 
the running was 
not the hindrance that it was in the 
shorter races.
 
Elroy Robinson's new record-
 of 1:57 
flat in the
 
half 
mile was 
plenty 
good  as 
far as 
the 
remaining,  Conference
 980 
men were 
concerned,
 but 
it 
was 
greats 
ly 
inferior
 to 
his  previous 
marks.
 With 
weather 
conditions
 such 
as
 
they
 
were 
the Fresnan
 
would  
no doubt 
have
 coy -
need the half mile in 
around  
1:54 
on a 
fast 
track. 
Declared
 
Ineligible  At 
F. W. C. 
Board At 
Sacramento
 
Meeting 
PLANS 
GAME 
Mom  -
Dud 
DeGroo t 
is whipping
 his 
charges into shape
 for a "blood 
'n Iron" 
Spardi Gras 
game this 
Friday. 
Survey  
Shows  
Custom  
Of Naming 
Captains  
Fading  In 
Ohio 
Columbus, 
Ohio 
U.P.)The old 
practice of choosing captains of athletic
 
teams gradually is losing favor 
in 
Ohio, the United
 In
 
ss showed through 
a recent survey of the State's colleges 
and universities. 
Only 12 of the 3s Ohio schools
 with 
football teams have chosen football cap-
tains for the 1034 season. In most of 
the others the coach will appoint a 
field leader for each game. A few elect 
honorary captains at the end of the 
season.
 
Four Ohio college football skippers 
are from outside
 the state. They are: 
Ashland College, Albert Carothers, Lew-
iston, Pa.; Holbrook College, Charles 
McDaniels, Hinton, W. Va.; Oberlin 
College, A. E. Woodward, Sandwich, 
Ill.; Rio Grande College, Rush 
Mc-
Clure, Ashland, Ky. 
BASKETBALL
 NOTICE 
All men who plan on going out 
for
 basketball next season and are 
not engaged
 in 
football
 are urged 
to report to Room No. 117 this 
Thursday 
afteroon  at (1.10  sharp. 
Erwin 
Blesh, Coach 
NOTICE ' 
Students in charge of the con-
cessions for each
 organization which 
is to aponaor a booth 
for Spardi 
Gras are requested to order 
mater-
ials immediately from 
Dario  Simoni, 
and make all arrangements without 
fail.  
Spartans 
Knights 
election at 
12.0
 
today,
 
Decision
 
Reached
 To 
Have  
Four 
Officials At 
All 
Conference
 
Football
 Games; Track 
Meet 
,Change
 
Suggested  
For  1 935 
Tommy 
Wilson, sensational passing 
halfback from the
 College of Pacific, 
was 
declared  ineligible for
 further com-
petition by 
representatives 
from  the 
six Far
 Western Conference
 schools, at 
an annual
 meeting held in 
Sacramento  
last Friday evening. 
The 
charges  brought
 forth by 
rep-
resentatives from 
Cal Aggies were
 that 
Wilson, 
while  a freshman
 at Pacific,
 
played 
against
 the Aggies 
during the 
1929 
season.
 Backing
 the 
assertions
 
against 
Wilson,  the Cal 
Aggies brought
 
forth 
newspaper
 clippings 
with the re-
sults
 of the games
 and the 
mentioning  
' of Wilson's
 name. 
. 
Officials
 from the 
Stockton 
institu-
tion presented 
affidavits 
sworn  to by 
a 
number  of 
players
 of the 
1929
 squad 
that Tommy
 Wilson 
didn't 
compete.  
Tommy was 
mistaken  for a 
Paul Wil-
lson,
 according to 
Pacific  officials. 
Moguls
 Decide 
Against Pacific 
Far  Western
 
Conference
 
representat-
ives, 
however,  came to the
 conclusion 
that newspaper
 stories were 
more  con-
vincing  than time 
worn student 
state-
 , 
ments, 
consequently  voted 
Wilson in- i 
eligible. 
Coai
 h 
Amos  Alonzo 
Stagg  took
 no ! 
part 
in the Wilson
 affair, 
declaring it 
was 
before  his 
time
 and 
that
 he had 
no 
right to 
enter the 
eligibility 
battle., 
Basketball
 
Speeding
 
Up
 In East
 According,
 
To Tulsa 
Oiler 
Coach  
Denver, 
Colo. 
(U.P.)Basketball
 in 
he 
Middlewest  is again 
emerging from 
its
 
slow 
motion  
stage in the opinion
 of 
!William  II 
Miller, 
coach  of the
 two-
time
 national 
champion 
Tulsa 
Diamond  
Oilers.
 
The 
offense 
is opening
 up 
again",  
said 
Miller 
while 
here on 
a 
business  
trip. "It
 is 
opening  
up along
 
sounder
 
lines 
than 
the 
old 
race  
horse  
style. 
I We 
use  two
 or 
three  
set  play
 
blocks,
 
Ibut 
most 
of our
 
blocks
 are
 
natural
 run -
nine'
 
blocks  
which
 
come
 
as
 the 
result
 
of
 
passing,
 
pivoting  
and 
the 
like.
 Set
 
blocks
 
aren't  
as 
they  
used 
to 
be." 
General
 
chairman
 
Dario  
Simoni
 
has 
announced
 
that
 
all  
boothsfor  
Spardi
 
Gras
 
must
 be 
in 
the
 
quad  
by 
Wednesday
 
night.  
This
 
is
 
neces-
sary  
in 
order
 to 
give
 
the  
decoration
 
Corson'a 
Eligibility Okayed 
A 
second  College of Pacific
 athlete 
before the Far 
Western Conference
 
gathering,  George 
Corson,  received of-
ficial approval
 for another 
year of com-
petition.
 Charges 
were brought
 forth 
that 
Corson,  
brother
 of 
Coach  Jim 
Corson  of 
Pacific,  had 
competed  in 
the  
Aggie 
game  along 
with 
Wilson.
 With 
no 
definite 
proof 
given  that 
Corson 
played  in 
the game,
 the 
Conference  
officials 
could 
do
 nothing
 but 
sanction  
Corson  for 
another 
year's 
competition.
 
That
 there
 would
 be 
four  
football  
officials
 at all 
games 
starting 
next 
sea-
son,  was
 agreed
 to 
by
 the 
meeting.
 
Formerly 
there 
were  three 
officials. 
Next 
year's
 
addition
 to 
the 
Conference  
offi-
cials 
there  
will  be a 
Field 
Judge. 
There
 was 
a 
lengthy
 
discussion
 at 
; 
the  
meeting
 on 
possibilities
 of 
changing  
ithe 
place 
of the 
annual 
Far 
Western  
I 
Conference
 
track  and
 field 
meet. 
1 
Crip 
Toomey's  
contract  
with  the 
Sac-
ramento  
Chamber  
of
 Commerce
 for 
the  
' use 
of
 Sacramento
 
Stadium
 
expires  at 
the end 
of next 
year. The 
majority 
of 
Conference  
men are 
in iavor 
of holding
 
the  meet 
on
 the home
 field of 
the var-
ious
 schools 
of the 
conference.  
The 
basketball  
schedule  for 
the 1934-
.35 season 
was drawn
 up and 
will be 
published  at a 
later  date. 
Hoop Meeting Called 
For This 
Thursday  
By Erwin Blesh 
Coach Erwin 
Mesh  takes his first 
step in the capacity of 
varsity basket-
ball coach this 
Thursday  afternoon 
when he holds a 
meeting
 for all men 
intending 
to
 report for 
spring  bas-
ketball. 
flesh  is desirous of 
having every 
man 
present  at the 
meeting  which is 
to
 
be held 
Thursday 
afternoon
 at 4:10,
 
as it 
affords him the 
opportunity
 cif 
discussing 
the coming
 practice 
session 
and becoming acquainted
 
with  
the 
bas-
ketball
 aspirants. 
With 
instructions  being
 given
 
Thurs-
day 
at the meeting, Blesh 
intends
 
to 
start 
immediately 
with
 
actual
 
funda-
mentals next 
Monday 
afternoon,  
committee
 a chance to 
do 
its 
work
 
on the 
booths. 
A 
College
 
Education
 Reviewed
 
For  
Only
 
$3.00
 
Get
 
That
 
LA
 
TORRE
 
Long  
Scrimmage
 
Drills
 
Features
 
This
 
Week
 
Of
 
Practice
 
By 
AL 
COX
 
Bill
 
Jennings
 is 
through
 
with
 
foot.
 
ball. 
With  all the 
natural
 
ability
 
and
 
prospects
 of 
becoming
 
no,
 
of
 
the
 
; 
greatest  
ends 
in the
 
history
 
of
 
Spar.
 
tan 
football, 
the
 
grid
 
cart
 or 
of
 
Bill
 
Jennings  
came 
to 
on
 abrupt
 
and
 
def.  
mite ending
 
last
 
Friday
 
afternoon
 
when team 
physician,
 
Doi.tor
 
Don.
 
aid 
Threlfall, 
absolutely
 
moused
 
to 
allow
 the 200 
pound
 
wingman
 
to
 
continue  
play 
on 
the  
gridiron  
A 
serious 
neck 
and  
head
 
injury  
incurred  in the 
Chico
 
game
 
of
 
last
 
year
 which 
confined 
him  
to 
the
 
Health  
Cottage
 for 
a 
period
 
of
 
six  
weeks  makes it 
highly
 
inadvisable
 
for  
Jennings  
to 
continue
 play,
 
According  
to 
Doctor
 'Ilir 
:Tall,  
Jen-
ningshas
 
absolutely
 
no
 M.
 :II'  to 
ap-
pear in 
football
 
togs
 
in
 Ici. 
ndi-
tion. 
Jennings  
Wants
 
To Play 
Jennings
 
is 
quite  
broken  up 
os'er
 
the  
physician's
 
announcement.
 
.o
 he 
had 
his 
heart 
set on 
making  a 
rseulas
 
end  
position
 this
 
season.
 This 
spring  
he
 
was  
one 
of the 
first  men 
to 
sic,. 
m 
for 
football.  Coach
 Dud 
DeGroot  
to
 him 
that 
practice
 
wool('  
consist  
mainly 
of 
scrimmage
 and i' 
teas  
no 
place for 
him. The 
ambition-
 lime -
ever,
 
decided  
to 
report 
for
 
tactic, 
daily 
but  to steer
 clear 
of
 I, !.,:. 
,on.
 
tacthoping
 
to be in con.igh.n
 
for 
scrimmage  in 
September.  
DeGroot
 Loses
 
Great
 Prospect 
To see
 such a great
 
to
 ,,,t re-
ceive 
an
 injury that will I. 
tinuance in the sport w: illv  a 
sophomore is a tough 1.1 o. the 
Spartan Football Moir to. - 
Grout. 
Coach 
to Pick 
Spardi
 Gras Squads 
Coach  Dud DeGroot
 
through a 
very 
stiff 
',v./h..  
in order to find 
the 111111 
in the Spardi Gras game
 
the  
afternoon
 of 
that
 
evert.
 
bodilyt
 
for the 
coming
 
game-
 
Tic"
 
showing a keen interest 
chance to show some las 
There will be 
selected  
-.11
 
are  
cattle 
fortrl. 
the entire squad 
for 
th 
Its 
flip of 
the 
coin 
will  
de.
 
two
 
teams 
will  do 
combat..tt
 
,d the 
first
 
half, 
the team 
the 
best 
prospecttvenut.
 
no the second half 
with
 
a 
team -
Due to the 
!rhort..ge  
Ach-
ing and drilling 
his  no 
r..  
L. 
not 
had a chance  to tell , 
men can do.
 
Alan, 
' 
:oar
 
veterans
 can be 
judged
 
I,: 
vious season's 
record.
 Dud
 o. 
log to find what 
raw,  
'le 
blockers and who 
are  
the
 
lers,  
Schofield, Carpenter 
Look Good
 
Of 
the
 Frosh 
men
 
ti  
last
 yor
 
who
 
will 
graduate  
to 
the
 
varsity,
 
Caroms
 
ter 
has
 shown 
himself
 
to 
be
 
ore 
of
 
the
 
outstanding  men.
 
The 
is 
;blir.:  
to 
aim  
at the 
fullback 
position
 
which
 
was
 
Va-
cated
 by 
Johnny
 
Hines  
who 
failed
 
to 
return to school for 
the  
 
football
 
sea-
son.
 
Schofield  is 
anothei
 
tr,,sh
 
who
 
b 
expected to gain 
a 
position
 
and
 
rcpu.
 
lotion
 
for  himself 
with  
tlic
 
phrskin.
 
lie  
was
 
one  of the 
out.tanding
 
men
 
of
 
the 
yearling 
squad  
last
 
.:.ear
 
and
 
with
 
his 
weight
 and 
experience
 
he 
should
 
give 
the 
veteran
 
linemea
 a 
grand
 
fight
 
for their
 favorite
 
position.
 
!III 
Pre. 
try-  
' 
lint 
best
 
st 
tack-
ALL
 

 TO 
BE
 
e Dril 
Week 
:e 
a 
with
 
foot.
 
 
ability
 
and  
on,
 
of
 
the  
)ry
 
of
 
Spar-
ruitt  
of
 
Bill
 
opt
 
and
 
def.
 
 of tern non 
no 
toe
 
Don.
 
refused
 
to
 
sinarnan
 
to
 
iron
 
feed
 
injury
 
ame
 of 
last
 
do
 
Cr, 
the 
rood 
of 
do 
inadvisable
 
play. 
or :4,11.
 
Jen-  
. 
za
 
ap-  
 
/of. oundi.
 
up
 
rosvr
 the
 
he 
had 
regular
 
end 
ariag
 he 
was
 
:fut..
 
up
 
for  
oor 
o 
splained
 
odd 
cueSiit  
- )a)1, 
he 
nit 
r.tchcs 
)));)i)).i..r
 
for 
..r t 
nun 
 night 
lay 
oon 
red 
.
 
44 
are  
line 
are.
 
from
 
Ito 
the 
the 
ain-
)),
 
not 
his  
var 
ir 
lie-
try-
, 
!he
 
best
 
! 
A 
lath
-
year
 
who
 
y,
 
Carpal.
 
cue 
of 
the 
itru
 
to
 
aim  
cls 
was
 
va-.
 
o 
tailed
 
to 
uotball
 
sca-
ns!,  
who
 
is 
and
 
re
 
u-
pitpkin.
 
Ile
 
men 
of
 
; 
and  
with
 
he
 
should
 
grand
 
fight
 
no. 
"I-
-a 
the 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY,
 
TUESDAY,
 
MAY.
 8, 
1934  
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Stcite
 
Grad
 
Candidate
 
For
 
School  
Superintendent
 
Educator
 
Uneducated,
 
Says
 
Decline
 
Shown In 
Wheeler,
 
Of
 
Kansas
 
City
 
U.
 
Education
 Gifts
 
Education
 
Has 
Much
 
Sigma
 
Kappa
 
Alpha
 
To
 
To
 
Do
 
Over  As 
Has 
Hold
 
Meeting
 
On
 
Tuesday
 
Night
 
Gifts  to 
educational
 
institutions
 
suf-
fered
 a 
sharp 
decline 
in 1933,
 
accord-
- 
Presid  
tog 
to 
indications
 
shown  in a com-
port
 
of
 the (Present) 
crisis 
points 
di_ 
ma
 
Kappa  
Alpha,
 
honorary  
history
 
so-  
pilation  
of all 
publicly 
announced
 
phil-
reedy as the 
educators  
and to 
teachers' 
ciety 
of 
the 
college,
 
will 
preside at a 
anthropic
 
gifts
 in 
six large cities 
of the 
ma 
etina  
of 
that 
society
 
this 
ev-
 
country. 
college,.
 
The  
educator  is 
uneducated,
 
coin.-
 
at
 seven
-thirty
 
at 
Dudley
 
Moor-  
The
 total
 of 
such
 gifts
 to 
educational
 
There
 
is 
no
 
course
 in school 
admin-
head',
 
home  
at 
229  
Rhodes
 
Court.  
institutions
 in 
the
 six
 
large  cities coy-
istrati8n,
 
or 
mental
 measurement, or ed- 
reed
 
was  
414,552,984
 in 
1933,  as 
against
 
1 he 
meeting
 
will be 
of 
decided
 haa-
t:rational
 
philosophy,  
now  
in existence,
 
portance
 
as 
plans
 for 
several
 under- 
$59,498,924
 
in 
lao32a
 
decrease of 
that
 
',ill
 
give
 
him 
the vision 
with
 
cul-
 
taking.  
which
 
still 
include
 a 
probable 
$44,943,040. 
The 
total
 
for 
all  forms
 of 
philanth-tura!  .nts 
or 
inform
 
him 
of
 
those  
picnic
 arc
 
to
 
be 
discussed.
 
facts
 
.trol 
values
 
upon  
which 
real  cdu- 
President
 
Olmstead
 
desires
 that 
it 
ropy 
reported
 
in 
the 
six cities in 
1933 
cation
 
must
 
depend.  What do 
students  
should
 be 
dearly
 
understood
 that 
all 
was 5142,113,547
 
a., 
against
 
$176,008,914
 
in 
education
 
learn  
of the cultural
 con- 
members  
rapt,  
'teal
 to be 
p 
in 1932,
 a 
total
 decrease
 of 
$ 3 8 , 4 6 5 , 3 6 7 , r e s e n t .
 
or less 
than
 
the  det
 reuse
 in
 
educational
 
tributionf
 
of 
Eddington,  Jeans, Plank, 
Child.
 
Cotthill,  
Lotka, Ritter, Sharp,
 
gifts alone. 
Jennirars.
 
Northrup,  Haldane, 
Mindy,  
'No 
Beans  
For 
Dinner',
 
In 
1932  
educational  
institutions
 were 
o
  
Katfko,
 Kohler,
 
Wertheimer,  Lewin, 
Says
 
Simoni  
the 
greatest 
benelactors,
 outstripping 
Spenailer,
 
Smuts,  Martin, Adams, Frank, every
 other
 form 
of 
philanthropy
 ...
 
Cosgrove,
 
Niebuhr,  Chase? Here are 
(Continued
 
from
 Page One) 
The elite, 
novered
 were 
New  York, 
physi
 
i-ts,
 
biologists,  neurologists, phys- 
Chicago,
 
Philadelphia,
 
Baltimore,  Wash -
o'clock
 
cla..-es
 
anal 
give  your 
teachers
 
ington,
 and Boston.
 
iologisis,
 
psycholigists,
 philosophers, his-
torion.,.
 
Clergymen,  
and  critics of our a 
lanan  
economio
 and 
social
 
orderall
 contem- 
Prizes 
will  isisn 
be 
given  as 
announced
 
Tau
 
Delt's  
Make
 Plans 
porar,
 
writerssaying essentially 
the for
 the student-,
 having
 the
 heaviest 
same
 
things
 in 
different vocabularies 
re- growth of 
whiskers
 
on 
Spardi  
Gras 
For 
Unusual
 
Booth
 
ferring
 to 
different
 problems
 of 
human  
Day. 
In 
order  to 
compete
 
for the 
prize,  
life.  
They  
are
 all at 
work 
painting 
a which is a 
'winder,  
students
 
have  to 
(Continued
 from  
Page One)
 
new 
picture
 of the
 world and human 
sign  up 
for  the 
contest 
with
 Bill
 Jenn-
olds; Tau Do.lta 
Phi,
 miniature basket -
nature,
 a new conception of the 
social
 
lags, prominent 
football
 man. 
To
 
Institutions
 
ball, Jack 
Chappell;
 Kappa 
Phi,
 orange -
order  anal a 
new 
ethics...  
At six o'cloth 
in the 
evening  the 
din- 
ade, lemonade:
 l'hi Kappa 
Pi, pie a la 
ing 
with  the'plans for the joint
 
'tutor-
 
He
 
has served .as a member 
of 
the 
NEW  
CONCEPTION
 
ner will be screed 
frav of charge. Si- 
mode,
 Fay Sheffer
 in charge 
Comm- 
senior
 dance Thursday, although 
a 
gen_
 
executive 
council of the 
Santa 
Clara  
This: new
 conception of 
nature de- 
moni,
 during earl:. 
preparations
 for 
erre dub;
 
turtle  
race, 
Loren Wann; 
era l assembly had been 
planned for 
County Teachers' association and is 
mands A new 
conception  of 
education
 
Spardi  Gras 
Day,
 mato,'
 
that
 no beans 
Societa 
Giawirsozzia,  hot 
dogs,  Vincent 
11 o'clock 
to advertise Spardi 
Gras.:
 past president of the Santa Clara 
and
 
an 
altogether
 different type of 
would be served.
 ?Mt t, 
hi.)  statement,
 
Giordano;
 
Newman
 
dub, 
basket  
ball  
Frank Covello stated that the hour 
County Schoolmasters' Club He parti-
teacher
 training . . . It 
points
 the way 
there  will be no beans 
olurino:
 the day. 
throw; 
Sappho,
 ice cream,
 fudgicles, 
might be changed or other 
arrangements
 
cipated in the civic
 progams of the 
out 
of 
the present crisis. 
It 
repudiates,
 
Toe
 dinner  that 
will ha. 
served will 
chamber of 
commerce  and improvement 
Barbara 
Bruoll;  Allenian,
 pop, Ruth 
made for the
 assembly. 
uruluaiifiedlY,
 
a 
mechanistic  conception
 
consist
 
of Italian 
spagetti,  
potato
 salad, 
krymond;
 Batt Gamma Chi, 
pop corn, 
Sam Ziegler urged all seniors 
who 
! clubs in Willow Glen. Hat 
inc
 resigned 
from the 
Willow  Glen position a year 
of aidure,
 
of
 
evolution,
 
growth,
 
and  
French  
anal 
Parker House 
rolls, 
ice
 
Betty 
Monahan;
 Freshman
 class, sand- 
plan to attend Sneak
 day to sign up , 
! 
 
learning.
 It repudiates the 
theory
 that 
cream and 
coffee.  
Students
 
eapesiallY
 
wiches, 
lath;
 
Juniors, strength
 
test-  
if they have not
 already done so. He 
o ago to permit him to further his ed-
compl., things are built up from simple 
those 
that are 
cluing  
their 
own 
cooking,
 
inn  
device  
and ice picks 
at target, 
Clyde 
also asked that they notify 
him 
of station, Cooke is now enrolled in the 
department of 
education at Stanford 
thine-. !kat wholes are derived from  
are
 requested to refrain 
from 
eating
 , 
Fake 
(chairman  I; Iota
 Sigma Phi, ski 
any changes in the list of those who ' 
their
 1.drts; it repudiates a mechanis- 
a few 
rinsebeton)
 Sparili 
t;ras. 
anti
 
ball
 
Ra
  
Ryan,
 
Era 
So
 hian 
silos 
have
 signed to take their cars. 
, 
university-
 as a graduate
 student. 
.I   
tic 
it,
 -.do -. biology, 
psychology,
 a meth- 
then 
partake
 
of
 
Cl,'
 free Mull 
to 
bol,rone,
 
EstIlur V...,ndotf
 ; 
Delta  
Phi 
Those  students 
who  are 
forced  to go 
: by train 
at 2 o'clock
 for Oakland, and 
ant -n 
sonception  of the economic and 0,,,,n, 
! Upsilon, how 
ling. 
I.
-limo
 Pies, Catherine 
by bus because there arsa  
not  
sufficient  I 
then have 
from  
four
 
to six hours ride 
social !order, a mechanistic conception 
  ' 
smith; A.Wii., wheel of chance, Jean private cars still only 
have
 to pay on the boat. Covello stated that the 
of
 at, , 
maative
 
process.  
Sellers; G. E. 
Majors,  
golf;
 Les Biblio- 50 a rots each; if the far,. is limber, it 
boat ride is one of the out -handing an -
It r, ml 
on 
nds the opposite 
concepti 
a 
not . . . graduating
 fru!. :oui univer-
,,,,. ,  .,,.,, , tohiles, 
carirl
 , Alio e Leland ; Kappa w b ill e cared for by the o lass fund. tivities of 
thefind.  Im year, o o! the sen-
d ti.. 1...arning process than has been ,,ili'' "ill an ad'''1! 
, firiim of 
_,_,,,...li,m,,,, Kapp n), a Sig 
vanity
 
bars,
 Jane 
Mar-  
Frank 
Covello 
annoutned
 that the!
 iors not to miss it. 
- enter ,,,,,I, 
exiept  by the thinkers and !la', 
the 
w 
isho 
orld,
 l o o. 
i ri a 
an,:
 AmIgL,-,,,!..r.,, 
c+,rk 
guns
 at tar- 
boat
 
ride has been definitols
 
set ftir 
Sat-
leac: . : - 
,,i the 
past whose intuitive 
un-
 . 
l' me. 
m 
he resistance mi 
in ,  'ion an 
who  ' 
Russell  
Lowery.;  
Japanese
 club, 
urday.
 May 26, and the price will be 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
der-: 
d.:Ioug.  
of 
human nature 
compelled
 
!was
 
once too sun- t: 
:.
 '.. was right  
, Japanese cal:, , ind
 
candy,
 Frank
 
Sal.. - 
41.75 
per person. If an  than 
350! 
There  will be a meeting a all 
thea
 
. of 
hollow  their common sense , 
land 
nafw 
finds 
it ter: :' . . 
it tot 
change.
 
ratio, r !11,1,  
the theories of their 
day.!
 it 
141tnes
 
largelY 
ii 
 
:o leaderahip  al.a...r* , 
sign up for the 
affair,  it will here- 
! 
Tau  
Delts in the 
Tower at 1230 
CRAVZS
 
KNOWLEDGE
 
t oire
 
will  
be
 closed to 
ac-  
dant
 1 a,, . 
Loa.  A 
nine pia 
a, orchestra  
, 
today.  It is important
 that
 all mem-
fin education 
whet,
 , 
. 
lot to 
expect 
he ( e'n'' '' 
a 
commodate
 th,
 . 
ono
 e.,ionS 
i 
will  play. 
Those  who 
go will leave  
been
 be present. 
I! . 
)) 
the 
reason why 
nineteenth-  
I the 
quickest  anti 
. 
. r , 
-o
 
..f o 
hat  
-  
Cent 
it..  ; 
 
chology
 and
 
education,
 still 
i 
is going on 
in the .. ... 
. lay . .. 
"'to 
!!'..."1;j11.:":171,.7.1r,
 
s-;".:67:;!.41-:"'
 
not yield metho 
1 
over. 
That  is 
a,
 -I MI% Ile. 
The  
'''k'''bt5g1712a416)151114-42"°-X4.%,;!,'
 
001 -A 
A r di) 
d.s that 1 
Learning
 isr
 oiord  
. . 
A single 
i, c A 
,,es 
put  
taco -
eels;
 
it is  n).t
 
together.
 
. . . 
Education
 has in-
 , i' ,, 
work to 
do
 
sciences 
have  
had 
!o! !: , it. When
 will 
educators  
discover 
as
 
lo
 
.1
 
their true 
task 
is and build 
a 
al, .... 
ti.,:'.1.1{, ? 
Professor
 R 
ii.
 hi 
a, ihr, 
University  
of Kansas. 
JUNIOR
 
HIGH
 
SCHOOLS
 
Charles
 R. 
Cooke 
FEATURE
 OF SENIOR
 
To 
Run  For Office
 
MEET
 
THURSDAY 
Of Superintendent 
Of County Schools 
Three 
Junior
 high schools 
were feat -
Charles R. Cooke, district superin-
ured on the 
program of 
Senior  Orien-
t 
tation
 
Thursday
 
morning.
 
Following  
theendent
 of Willow Glen schools for ten
 
business
 
meeting,
 Miss 
Betty  
Morris  
years and member of the county board 
took 
charge  
of
 the 
program,
 and an- 
of education for nine years announced 
s 
nounced
 
the  numbers. The first  
was a 
hi candidacy
 for county superinten- 
drum 
corps 
from the 
Roosevelt
 Junior 
dent 
of
 schools.
 
High. Kenneth Hodges, 
a student teach- 
He seeks election to the office now 
er was 
the 
director.  
The 
group
 demon- 
held by 
Joseph 
F. 
Hancock,  who has 
de_  
dined
 to run for the office 
again.  
strafed
 the 
fundamentals
 first, 
and 
then 
the 
finished  corps in uniform 
gave
 sev- 
Mr. 
Cooke  is
 
an graduate of San
 Jose 
oral numbers. 
State college, and has been a teacher 
!for 18 years. He began his teaching 
Two musical 
numbers  were the 
con -
in 
rural schools and went to Willow 
tribution
 from Peter 
Burnett
 Junior 
!Glen when
 the old school building was 
High. One 
was a solo and the
 tither ; 
still in use.
 In his work on the county 
a quartet number by the members 
of 
o board of 
education,  Cooke has dealt 
the girls'
 glee club. 
with the certification of teachers, the 
A Chinese Play, 
"The Stolen Prince," 
adoption of 
textbooks, the development 
was 
presented
 by students of 
Woodrow  
of curricula, and setting of standards 
Wilson
 Junior High. The
 play was an - 
for elementary school graduation. 
nounced
 by 
Lois Johnsonone
 of the
 
ACTIVE
 IN 
KIWANIS
 
cast as an 
example of a "home
-room 
In addition to his educational activi-
project".
 A chorus, property 
man and a 
ies, Cooke has participated in common -
Chinese orchestra 
were
 features of the 
ity affairs. He has been very actise in 
performance,  
the work of the San Jose Kiwanie
 club, 
FAVORS
 JUNIOR DANCE 
serving the local club as president
 anal 
With the
 members of the class 
also
 
secretary, and being chosen lieutenant -
assisting
 Robert Elliott, 
president
 of the 
governor
 of the 
California -Nevada dis-
class stated that he' favored
 
continu.
 
trict. 
Pro!
 
tkor 
growing
 mind 
with
 that 
!mit:. 
1 
knowledge
 which it craves, and 
ot
 
usethl,
 nor does it 
furnish  the 
grado.14  
mind  
with that  social in-
sight 
oavon
 
which  the integrity of the 
911.i.o! order
 rests. The secret of democ-
racy o 
,rootoeration,
 yet childhood
 and 
)0111.11 
.ro 
taught
 under a scientific 
phil-
981 
cdmpetition,
 
the philosophy 
at 
!..  
holistic
 
order. Youth 
is taught 
fin- 
nti 
abood
 
biology,
 in 
psychology, 
"WEENIIIII.113= 
anti
 hr.
 
oalint,s.
 In 
the new conception 
ni 
5 
titmpetition
 
is a 
consequence,  
rust 
. 
use;
 a 
by-product  of life, not 
to 
1, 
the
 result 
of
 
evolution,  not 
.)),,stion.
 
Education  is giving the 
child
 
 
ol 
youth
 
a wrong 
conception  of 
ths , we 
live 
by, and its 
methods
 
tasko
 
u 
all
-nigh  
impossible
 for them 
to 
ou 
fo
 r 
the
 truth for themselves. 
11.o.
 
ro.,astance
 against new discov-
ene,
 e- not come from 
workers  in 
the
 
fo
 
!of
 
who  
know  
their 
pupils 
are  
French
 
Pastries
 
Big
 
luscious
 Cream 
Puffs, 
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 Eclairs, 
crisp 
Napoleons,
 
Fruit
 Tarts, etc. 
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We 
Give  S. & 
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 Green Stamps
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 AT 
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STREETS
 
TUNE
 IN 
KQW 
6:15 
TO 6:30
 P. 
M.
 
FRANCO'S
 
PROGRAM
 
Open Sundays, 
Evenings,
 
and 
Holidays  
Until  
Midnight  
.), 
1!)
 
.J 
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Ardent  
followers  
of
 the 
air  
waves
 
hate noticed 
two 
important
 factors
 of 
radio
 broadcasting 
thht have 
been go-
ing
 through 
a somewhat
 drastic 
change  
during the past few 
months. 
First, 
and most 
important,  is 
that  
sales 
ballyhoo 
is slowly 
becoming a 
thing of 
the past. The
 sponsors are
 be-
ginning to 
realize  that the 
perfect pro-
gram  is one in 
which a 
minimum
 of 
talking is 
done in their 
favor and the 
great 
majority 
of
 time allotted
 is to 
the 
listeners'  
advantage.
 Some 
pro-
grams require 
the announcer 
to mere-
ly 
announce  that 
"nosy  we will 
talk  
about our product for 
twenty seconds 
only", 
or "we will not 
mention
 our 
sponsor until the 
end  of our 
program."
 
One of our 
favorite  broadcasts 
has elim-
inated sales ballyhoo
 entirely, and 
mere-
ly mentions
 the company's
 name at the 
tart and finish. 
We 
must admit 
that these 
practice;  
have a much 
better effect 
OR
 the listen-
er than 
the old 
mile -long 
jibbering  
which 
we 
hated  
to think of living 
through.
 
The 
second 
change 
in 
program
 
presen-
tation
 is 
that 
the  
length
 of 
air offer-
ings 
is 
tending
 
toward
 the 
longer 
pro-
gram 
instead  
of
 the 
now  
popular
 fif-
teen
 minute
 airings.
 The 
full 
hour
 
broadcasts
 are 
considered 
best for 
both  
sponsors  
and  
audiences,
 
while  the 
forty-
five  and 
thirty  
minute
 features
 are 
quickly 
overshadowing
 the 
shorter 
air-
ings. 
The
 Old 
Ranger,
 who 
relates  the 
pop-
ular Death
 Valley 
Days from
 KG0 
at
 
8:30, 
will tonight
 retell 
the true 
story 
of
 a 
woman  who 
for 
more
 than 
25 
years
 watched 
over a 
deserted 
mine.  
The 
title  is the 
"Hermit 
of Ruby 
Canyon." 
The tale 
will be 
dramatized  
by a 
group  of 
National 
Players 
including  
Verna 
Felton, 
Lee Millar,
 Carmen 
Prud'homme,
 Earl Lee 
and Bert Hort-
on, with 
George
 Rand 
sac 
narrator and 
Charley 
(fast like) 
Marshall as 
the 
Singing Cowboy. 
Griff  Williams 
and
 Jim Walsh 
con-
ducted 
their sensational
 band through 
a glamorous
 first night yesterday
 eve 
when they opened at the
 Mark Hop-
kins.  The welcoming crowd 
gave them 
this spot.
 
Dial them every night
 at 9:30 with 
the exception of Sundays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays. On the latter
 two nights, 
the band will be heard over an 
NBC 
network from 
KG0  from 10:15 to 
11 p.m, 
Other Tuesday
 favorites: 
K.FROGlen
 
Gray,  
Connie
 
Boswell,
 
Stoopnagle 
and Bud
 at
 6 
Voice 
of
 Ex-
perience,
 7:45; Hodge 
Podge Lodge at 
Screen
 
Shots
 
K4t4444t4ff4444'':00)4444444 
My
 
many,
 
many
 
readers
 
have  
been 
inquiring
 
into 
the 
general
 
state 
of 
af-
fairs  
as 
far  
as
 
Screen  
Shots
 are
 
con-
cerned,
 
due 
to 
the 
unprecedented
 
ab-
sence  
of the
 
column  
in two
 
consecutive
 
issues.
 It 
has 
caused
 me 
no 
little  
pain 
to 
see  
the
 look
 of,
 well,
 shall
 I 
call 
it
 
despair,
 
which  
comes  
upon
 
their  
faces  
when
 I 
merely  
state 
that 
insomnia
 
over-
came
 
one
 
for 
the 
period  
of one
 
week.  
But 
I I'm 
sure 
that 
this 
M not
 very 
pertinent  
to the
 
subject
 of 
Bing 
Crosby
 
being 
tugged 
around
 in 
a bath
 tub 
in 
the 
middle  
of the
 
Pacific
 
Ocean  by 
a 
trained
 
bear.  
What's  
more,  
Bing  
Crosby,  
who  
has  
limited
 
himself  
up to 
now 
with  a 
bit of 
not-so
-masculine  
croon-
ing,  also 
is forced
 to 
wrestle  
with  a 
200 
pound 
bear, in 
"We're 
not 
Dres-
sing", 
which  
opened  
Sunday
 at 
the 
Mission 
theater.
 The 
picture  is 
really 
so
 much 
better  than 
the average
 Crosby 
picture,
 that I 
must  advise 
you  to see 
it. 
As
 far as 
the little 
technical 
de-
tails go, they 
are far from 
perfect,  and 
the plot 
isn't the 
newest
 thing ye0
 
ever laid
 eyes on. 
Nevertheless,
 the pic-
ture 
offers genuine 
enjoyment,
 which 
is more than you 
can say about a lot 
of pictures 
lately.  
Quite  briefly, 
the
 story is that  
of a 
singing
 sailor, aboard 
the  yacht of a 
wealthy man and in love
 with tjae man's 
beautiful 
daughter.  Carole Lomabrd, 
who
 
plays the daughter, is attracted to 
the sailor because of his oblivious glan-
ces in her direction. A shipwreck 
oc-
curs, from 
which the daughter is res-
cued by Bing, tbe sailor. On an island 
they meet up with the two wild -animal 
collectors, Gracie Allen and George 
Burns. And heaven help you if you 
don't like 
the rest of the picture, or 
should I say
 Heaven help me. 
NOTICE 
A complete, detailed 
description  
of the play in each booth
 for Spardi 
Gras must be submitted to either 
Ambrose Nichols or Hugh Staffel-
bach immediately. The report should 
include the number of prizes avail-
able in each booth, how 
many  c,hen-
ces are allowed, and . 
how  many 
students can play at a 
time.  
More students are needed to work 
on plans for
 Spardi Gras. Any one 
interested may
 see Si Simoni or 
Louise Hocum. 
9:30. 
KGOEd Wynn at 5:30; 
Beauty
-
Box
 Theater of the Air, 6; Ben Bernie 
KPODinner
 Concert at 
6;
 Sey-
mour 
Simone  orchestrk
 at B:30; 
Night 
Court, 10. 
juSt
 
Al'eriong
 
Ourselves
 
NoteThis
 
column 
is 
Personal
 
be 
tween  
the 
President
 
and  
the 
college
 
Outsiders
 are
 
requested
 
not 
to
 
make  
us 
of 
the  
material,
 
The 
college  
made
 
headway
 
Friday
 
and
 
Saturday
 
in
 its 
contact
 
with 
the 
California
 
Educational
 
Research  
Asso-
ciation.
 
Many
 
,delegates,  
told
 
me
 
of
 
of 
their  
delight  
with,
 the 
reception
 
they  
had 
here, 
and a 
number
 
expressed  
a de-
sire 
to
 have 
all 
of
 the 
annual
 
meetings  
in 
San 
Jose.  
The 
association
 
was 
orig-
inally 
started 
by 
this 
college,
 and
 
the 
intent  at 
the 
beginning
 was
 that 
all 
the 
meetings
 
should  
be
 held 
here. However,
 the 
suggestion
 
was  
made  
that  
Calif-
ornia,
 
Stanford,
 
Fresno
 and 
Sacramento  
take 
turns 
with
 us,, and
 that 
has 
been
 the 
plan  for 
a 
number
 of 
years. 
Our A 
Cappello.
 
Choir  
gave
 a 
wonderful  
performance
 
Friday
 evening
 at 
the  
banquet.  
We
 
were
 all 
proud  of 
them, 
and  the 
vis-
itors 
thoroughly
 
enjoyed
 the 
enter-
tainment. 
There 
wobld  be no 
difficulty 
in 
getting 
those  
people.  
to come 
again  
whenever'
 the Choir
 presents 
a program. 
Courtesy  is 
such a 
simple
 thing, 
costs so 
little, and 
means  so much. 
I 
want
 to express 
my appreciation
 of the 
cooperation
 the students
 gave us on 
Friday and Saturday.
 Many of our vis-
itors were
 school officials 
from nearby 
communities, and took 
delight in look-
ing up and 
greeting students from these
 
communities.  Deputy 
Superintendent 
Overturf of 
Sacramento,  particularly, 
made
 a special point of it. 
It is so easy to do 
some thieving 
around the college 
that I am not sur-
prised that 
we
 have a good deal 
of
 it. 
I notice that many 
of the students 
leave 
their cars unlocked. In some of 
them, articles of value are left unpro-
tected. Tennis 
rackets,
 books, clothing, 
lunches, all sorts of items
 which might 
interest warped 
minds, are easily avail-
able. Certainly we should do our part 
in limiting the opportunities. Take an 
extra moment and lock your
 car. 
Most of us will be thinking of jobs 
for the summer 
or for the coming year. 
It is worth your while to put on 
a 
campaign. The basic principle in getting 
a job is to let people konw you want 
one. It does no harm whatever to ask 
for' a position. As a matter of fact 
it does some good in that you have 
an additional 
experience.  If it is nec-
essary to take a little ;trip to look up 
an opportunity, try to do 
so. Look 
your best, and be your best, and make 
a 
business  of selling your 
qualifications.
 
We are 
inclined to think there are 
more 
opportunities 
than
 there were last year.
 
We 
have had mere inquiries 
from em-
ployers, although 
there certainly are 
not jobs 
for every one. Our 
employ-
ment  service is on 
the job all the time
 
making  a vigorous
 effort to 
find
 open-
ings and to 
place our 
student  in the 
po-
sitions.
 If you 
know  of any 
opportun-
ities 
yourselves 
in which you 
are no 
personally 
interested, 
will you 
please 
report  the 
vacancy  to the 
employment  
office.  
HISTORY
 CLUB 
The meeting of 
all History ma-
jors  wilt be held today, 
Tuesday,  at 
11 
o'clock in Room 24. All are 
urged to 
attend,Timportant.  Faculty 
of 
history  department
 invited. 
NOTICE!, 
Will  
anyone  
who 
has 
flowers
 
which  they can donate for the 
Gen-
eral Elementary banquet Wednesday, 
May 9, please see Miss Toles or 
call 
Catharine  Fisher
 
at 
Ballard  
3027-W. 
;.
 
HASH
-
To 
you 
monkeys  
who picked 
on
 me 
last,
 week 
for 
using  .p 
,couple.
 pf 
ripe
 
old 
jokes, 
`1.  
retort;
 "Nothing
 
risque,
 
nothing 
gained."  
(Thank
 you, 
Alexander  
Woolcott.)
 
(Note
 
to 
printer:
 See whdt a mess 
you 
,gat
 one iii 
to?
 The ?text time you 
know 
some  be
-whiskered
 
"cracks"  tell 
'em to the
 boys in  the 
.shop, and 
don't  
add
 'ern to 
my
 column) 
Dear public
am 
I 
forgiven?
 
00 
Cop 
(to  
speeder):
 
"He',
 what's your 
hurry? I 
suppose
 you're
 the mayor and 
you have to 
go 
out
 to the
 game and 
throw 
the first 
ball?" 
Speeder (to  cop):
 "Nab I My new 
tailor
 
shop's
 
opening  down
 
town
 and I 
have to go throw 
the first fit!" 
- 0-0
It 
doesn't seem to add
 up right, 
somehow. A guf 
runs the presses over 
a suit, and it's a pressed 
suit; but if 
a funeral 
car runs over a copy of the 
"Daily", does that
 make it a Hearst 
paper? 
0-0
Arid I like the one about the
 gal who 
is so dumb she 
thinks  poodles are 
what  
you get
 when it rains cats rend
 dogs: 
This is the way Shakespeare
 wrote: 
YOU 
TELL  'EM, KID 
Thou offspring of 
the ruminating 
scent
Reeked quadruped 
whose provender 
has 
oft 
The 
garbage  of its cans so 
foully 
robb'd
To 
them n in all garrulity;and
 while 
Adherent to 
loquacity,
 impart 
This 
knowledge  at our hands. 
I'LL TELL
 THE COCK-EYED
 
WORLD
 
I will by 
vocal chords 
reverberate  
And wave 
acquatic  
mainVolcanic
 in 
Her seismic
 qualm will
 oscillate the 
ears 
In this 
terrestrial  and 
mortal sphere, 
And open wide
 the orb, 
which  views 
askance 
The 
infinite,  awry
-bent  
firmament.
 
Borrowed.
 
o--o
Mr. 
Hash House
 Hank went
 to a 
trial
 
the other 
day.
 A bunch 
of nudists 
were  
attempting 
to pursuade 
the jury to 
see 
their 
side of the 
question. 
"Won't  you 
bear  with 
us?"  
implored
 the 
spokesman,  
and 
lost
 the case.
 
0-0
So 
the two 
inebriated 
individuals
 tot-
tered home,
 bidding
 each other
 "Good 
night.  Sleep 
tight!"
 
oo
That's
 all 
today,  and 
when 
worse 
columns 
are written,
 they'll 
be better 
than  
"Hot
 Air". 
POETRY
 
I 
Tonight 
an organist
 a 
thousand  
miles
 
away, 
Played 
for me 
through  the 
radio,  
and all 
my
 soul 
Was moved,
 was melted 
'neath the un-
seen 
player's
 soul 
Him shall I never see, and he who 
sent that 
roll  
And peal of heaven's harmony across 
the 
vast 
And 
star-lit space' will never
 know 
that in a heart, 
Far  distant, 
God  communed
 this night, 
and  brought 
at last 
A 
blessed,  
healing 
peacethrough
 
man's 
inventive
 art. 
Oh, not 
through
 priest 
and 
prophet  
only
 in oUr 
time 
Is
 God 
revealing
 
to
 a 
fretted  
world 
Himself  I 
Daily  
on steps
 of 
patient
 
Science -craft
 
We 
climb
 
Out 
of
 the 
grime
 of 
life 
and  
sordid  
strife 
for 
self; 
Daily
 
through
 
conquests
 
of
 the 
groping
 
human  
mind  
We
 reach
 
toward
 
realms 
unknown
the
 
Master  
Soul 
to find
 I 
 
Spardi
 
Grab
 
Bugle 
Observed  at the
 
Spartan
 
Revelries
 
re-
hearsal  
Thursday:  
RaY 
Fritz
 
tearing
 
around 
like 
Warner
 
Baxter
 
in 
"42nd
 
Street," 
and  
Paul  
Cox 
doing
 
the  
same,
 
Willard  LeCroy 
practicing
 
on
 
a 
gump-
tious number which 
says
 
"Lyric
 
by
 
Gil  
Bishop,; Music by Gil 
Bishop;
 
arranged
 
by Margaret Nelson."  
13ernice
 
Hornbeck trying her 
best
 
to 
crash
 
the  
air 
(Saxon 
Down's  
air)  
with  
her  
sing-
ing and reciting   
the
 
little.
 
chorus
 
gals 
refusing  to 
dance
 
to 
a 
stran-
'ger's  
music  
because  
it 
wasn't
 
fast
 
enough;
 
then 
begging
 
for 
mercy
 
when
 
their regular 
accompanist
 
reels
 
off  
the
 
music in fast, 
easy
 
style,
 
but
 
not
 
as 
fast as his predecessor.
 
You  
can't
 
win. 
 * * * 
* 
As yet 
no
 one has 
paid
 
much
 
alien
-
don to the beard 
raising  
contest
 
being
 
sponsered
 for the 
purpose
 
of 
finding
 
out  
Who
 
the
 person 
is 
in
 school
 
that
 
is
 
re-
lated the closest to 
Darwin's
 
pet 
ex -
pertinent.
 Jennings 
has  
even 
gene
 
so 
far as to state that 
Inc 
will  
not
 
only  
give. 
the  three winning
 
contestants
 
a 
shave, 
but  will throw in a 
haircut
 
to 
be 
given 
by Jennings 
himself.
 
This
 
offer
 
applies to men only. 
* * * 
* * 
School will be 
dismissed
 
from
 
11 
o'clock 
classes and on, as 
announced
 
by 
the 
chairmen  of the 
affair.  
That  
notice
 
should 
inspire  
many  to 
believe  that
 the 
Spardi 
Gras  is the 
real thing,
 not only 
a mere newspaper
 
means  
of 
getting  
copy for the paper.  Two
 
bits  for
 that 
one, "Si." 
* * * 
* 
And Aunt
 Zenobia,
 dean 
of the 
Pickle  squad, 
has promised 
to donate a 
jar 
of her 
most teddy
 pickles 
to us 
columnists
 to 
distribute
 as we 
see  fit. 
Aunt 
Zenobia,
 who is 
quite lovely-uh-
uh-uh,  has 
always
 been an 
ardent  pat-
ron of the 
school's  finest functions.
 
* * * * 
* 
The sour pickle 
we found in the con-
tainer is 
being  saved for that individual
 
who keeps asking 
us
 who writes this 
nerty column 
and  why. Oh. 
well,  you 
can't please everybody. 
Miss Frances Henry, clothing in-
structor in the Home Making depart-
ment, has undertaken the mammoth job 
of designing costumes for the "Spartan 
Revelries"
 show. 
We
 
know 
the  gals 
aren't going 
to wear much, 
but that 
makes the job all the harder, and Miss 
Henry 
deserves  a hearty  vote 
of thanks 
for her 
cooperation.
 
Dave Good is also 
very 
wise,
 so 
we've 
been  told.
 He' 
has  
taught  
the 
chorus girls all the tricks 
of
 the 
trade,
 
and they can heat up any 
old 
ice 
box;  
but 
we
 wouldn't 
be surprised
 if 
he 
also 
taught them how to cool 
off 
and 
put  
on the brakes for 
the  
"cm:or-show
 
Thursday  night,
 when the 
faculty
 
gets 
out its 
microscope and 
does 
the 
Will  
Hayes for our 
good citizens. 
If you
 want 
something
 
that 
will
 
knock 
your
 eye out,
 get a 
copy
 
of 
the  
Sigma 
Kappa  Delta 
razz
 
edition
 
Friday.  
It's a parody on the San 
Jose
 
Evening
 
News,
 and looks just 
that
 
noble  
public-
ation, but 
you  
should 
see 
it!
 
A 
big 
surprise
 for the Allenians;
 
and
 
much  
nonsense
 about our
 
athletes;
 
all  
the 
latest 
dope  on 
weddings
 
and  
engage-
ments; read 
about  
the 
D.T.O.
 
bat  
dance; 
weep with 
Dorothy
 
Mac;
 
laugh
 
with 0,0. MacIntyre;
 
and
 
reform by 
reading 
the 
editorials.
 
The
 
San
 
Jose
 
Evening 
News 
with  
a 
college
 
education,
 
Evpn
 the
 
sports  
department
 
has
 
gone
 
blooey
 
for  the 
occasion,
 
Five  
cents
 
a 
copy.
 
NOTICE
 
Members  
of 
the
 
construction
 
committee for 
Spardi
 
Gras
 
booths,
 
as announced 
by 
Warren
 
Tormey,
 
are
 
Jim  
Reynolds,
 
Lionel
 
'Olson,
 
Paul 
Freirmuth,
 
George
 
Whiteman,
 
George
 Cash,
 
Bob
 
Leland,
 
Ralph
 
Claypool,
 
Lowell
 
Smith,
 
and
 
Melvin
 
Hickman. 
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